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MATCH INFORMATION 

(ROU) VASLUI  0:2  F.C. INTERNAZIONALE (ITA) 

DATE 23  AUG 2012 VENUE Stadionul Ceahlăul,  Piatra Neamt,  Romania 

TIME 20:45  CET STAGE UEFA Europa League Play-Off, 1st Leg 

 

GOALS SCORED  0-1 Cambiasso (Inter, 23‘),  0-2 Palacio (Inter, 73‘) 

 

SANCTIONS 

Yellow Card(s) 3 (1-2) Maicon (Inter, 72’), Coutinho (Inter, 76’), Varga (Vaslui, 90’+1) 

2nd Yellow Card(s) - - 

Red Card(s) - - 

Penalty Kick(s) - - 

 

MATCH OFFICIALS 

Officials Name Origin Marks Difficulty 

Referee Bas Nijhuis  NED 7,6 Medium  

Assistant Referee 1 Patrick Langkamp  NED 7,7 High 

Assistant Referee 2 Nicky Siebert NED 8,1 Low 

Fourth Official Danny Makkelie  NED 8,0 Low 

UEFA Delegate Michael Applevy  ENG 

            UEFA Referee Observer Zdravko Jokic  SRB 

             Blog Referee Observer Chefren  ITA 

 

EVALUATION SCALE 

Marks Classification of the marks*  

9,0 – 10,0 Excellent performance. 

8,5 – 8,9 
Very good fulfillment of the criteria’s majority and important decision(s) correctly 
taken. 

8,0 – 8,4 Good, expected level. 

7,8 – 7,9 Satisfactory performance with some areas for improvement. 

7,6 – 7,7 Acceptable performance with important areas for improvement. 

7,4 – 7,5 One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above. 

7,2 – 7,3 One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 7,6 – 7,9. 

7,1 More than one crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above. 

7,0 More than one crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 7,6 – 7,9. 

6,5 – 6,9 
Below expected level, inconsistent application of the laws [, defective control as 
well as an insufficient tactical approach], (a) crucial situation(s) misvalued and 
therefore a disappointing performance with significant points for improvement.** 

6,0 – 6,4 Unacceptable performance. 

* The degree of difficulty must be integrated into the mark. 
** The criteria in square brackets [ ] only refers to the referee, not to the (additional) assistant referees. 
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*** Expected level does not necessarily mean that there are no areas for improvement. 
**** The standard mark for additional assistant referees and fourth officials, who have to cope with a 
normal/expected level of challenges, is 8,0. For every other official, the standard mark is 8,2/8,3. 
 

Explanation for the Degree of Difficulty that is integrated in the marks and is to be considered 
separately for every match official. 

Low Nearly no challenging situations for the official. 

Medium Normal match for the respective official with a few challenging situations. 

High Difficult match for the respective official with difficult and important situations to solve. 

 
 
 

Description of the match 

The first leg of Europa League 2012-13 play off, between the Romanian  team of Vaslui and the Italian 
team of Internazionale. The match was played at Stadionul Ceahlăul in  Piatra Neamt, because the 
home team stadium, Stadionul Municipal of Vaslui, didn’t meet UEFA criteria. The referee appointed by 
UEFA was the Dutch Bas Nijhuis, along with the assistants Langkamp and  Siebert. Danny Makkelie 
acted as fourth official. The attendance was good, even though there wasn’t a sold out. The match in 
its progress presented immediatly (in the first minutes of the first half) some difficult situations to 
evaluate by referee team. Then, over time, it became easy and the referee had a calm second half. 
Overall, considering what happened in the first minutes, we can anyway assign a MEDIUM difficulty to 
the match.  
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REFEREE 

 

1) Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, Disciplinary Control and (technical) 
Management of the game. The assessment should be reinforced by listing exemplary situations 
with minutes for key elements and by mentioning and evaluating every personal punishment 
issued by the referee as well as other important decisions. 
 

Comments 

Bas Nijhuis was immediately called to take an important decision, in the first minutes of the match. The 
crucial call of the match was the handball in Vaslui area.I think that he took the correct decision. 
Anyway what came out from this performance is about another aspect, and I want to underline it.  His 
style, since the beginning of the match, was lenient in foul detection: he decided to avoid the whistle 
for mutual contacts, hands on the shoulders, falls, and  so on. The example is his decision to let the 
game flow when Milito fell down in penalty area due to a (probably) slight contact.  We can accept this 
way of refereeing, that includes also the avoiding of cards. But what happened during the match, when 
the assistants (correctly) reported some infractions, created an inconsistence that we should avoid, in 
order to assure a solid performance. Referee whistled in some situations, when probably without the 
report of assistants, he would have let the game flow. Reading the situations in the grid below, you can 
understand better the problem. Furthermore, his card management was acceptable but not excellent. 
He tried to avoid the cards, and he missed a clear yellow situation, but at the end he was forced to 
show it three times.  
 

Minute Description of the situation 

3’ 

Cross by Maicon (Inter) in penalty area: after a difficult attempt to kick away the ball,  
Milanov (Vaslui) touches the ball with his arm. The arm is wide but the touch appears 
absolutely unintentional, because it happens after a bounce. According to the Laws of 
the Game, the handball has to be deliberate, the wide arm by itself isn’t enough to 
whistle. For this reason we can accept the referee’s decision.  

3’ 

Milito (inter), waiting for a ball in penalty area, falls down after a (probably) slight 
contact with Celeban (Vaslui). The referee lets the game flow. Another decision that we 
can accept,  the contact is not so clear and blatant to justify a penalty, furthermore, the 
players seem to act in a mutual way.  

5’ Good advantage given to Internazionale.  

13’ 

During an attack by Inter, Charalambous (Vaslui)  commits foul on Milito (Inter), making  
him fall down and  so avoiding to reach the ball.  According to the Laws of the Game, 
in this situation a yellow card would have been appropriate. Referee whistled only the 
foul.  

17’ Antal (Vaslui) commits foul on Zanetti (Inter). Infraction reported by second assistant. 

36’ 
Sânmărtean (Vaslui) commits foul on  Maicon (Inter. Infraction correctly reported by 
first assistant. 

42’ 

Charalambous (Vaslui) commits foul on Nagatomo (Inter). The infraction is reported by 
second assistant.  This time the call is inconsistent with what whistled before by the 
referee. The foul situation is similar to what happened to Milito in penalty area in the 
first minutes. The referee had to read better the situation, before whistling in order to 
assure consistency to his style of refereeing.  

43’ 
Wrong corner kick assigned to Internazionale, Sneijder was the last player to touch the 
ball.  

49’ Sălăgeanu (Vaslui) commits foul on Palacio (Inter). The foul is rude. A late kick on the 
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leg of the opponent, when the ball was already away (no chance to catch it). According 
to the Laws of the Game, the yellow card was mandatory. Referee doesn’t show it.  

56’ 
Antal (Vaslui) commits foul on Nagatomo (Inter).  Infraction correctly reported by first 
assistant. 

72’ 
Maicon (Inter) commits foul on Sânmărtean (Vaslui). After a corner kick, Vaslui was 
starting a counter attack. Maicon made deliberately the opponent fall down. Correct 
decision to assign a yellow card, the first of the match.  

76’ 
Coutinho (Inter) holds the opponent from the back, making him fall down. Correct 
decision to show the yellow card.  

81’ Good advantage given to Internazionale.  

90’ Correct decision to give three minutes as additional time. 

90+1’ 
Varga (Vaslui) commits a foul from the back, making Varga (Vaslui) fall down. Correct 
decision to give the yellow card, the situation was similar to the previous foul by 
Coutinho.  

 
 

2) Physical Condition  
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  
Adequate Positioning (also at set pieces), always close to play,  
no interference with it 

 X  
Adequate Movement, diagonal system, decreases the distance 
to play in crucial situations and enters the penalty area if 
necessary 

 X  Anticipation of situations and awareness 

 X  Physical Condition and stamina in general 

 
Please strengthen your assessment on the referee’s physical condition by listing meaningful 
situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ (negative point). 
 
Summarizing assessment (very good, good, medium, poor) of the referee’s physical condition: Medium 

 

Minute Description of the situation 

full time 

His physical condition was normal, nothing more, nothing less. He used an acceptable 
positioning, even though he sometimes appeared too close to action, with the risk to 
interfere with the play.  Anyway, it didn’t happen, so it wasn’t a big problem. In some 
circumstances he gave advantage, but in other situations he whistled the foul, so 
overall  an expected level.  

 

3.1) Personality, Tactical Approach (referring to the referee’s style of gaining authority and 
control, the degree of mutual respect between players and referee and the referee’s general 
appearance and manner of leading the match on the pitch. Exemplary situations that might 
bolster the observer’s assessment can be integrated into the coherent text (minutes then in 
brackets)) 
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Comments 

He was able to lead the match without problems and the authority of referee team was recognized by 
all players.  The mutual respect was assured by a fair behavior of the two teams.  

 
 

3.2) Match Control (referring to the level of control accomplished by the referee. Exemplary 
situations that might bolster the observer’s assessment can be integrated into the coherent 
text (minutes then in brackets)) 
 

Comments 

With a normal performance and without heavy work to do, the Dutch referee  was able to keep the 
match under control. This thing means that the players were respectful. No riots all match long, and 
always a calm atmosphere.  

 
 

4) Co-operation with (additional) assistant referees and fourth official. 
 

Comments 

As I have already said, the cooperation was excellent. We must congratulate the assistants, if they 
want to help the main referee, but of curse the last decision it’s up to him. Many offside situations were 
evaluated and both assistants reported some fouls in their area of vicinity.  

 
 

5) Summary, general comments on the referee’s performance and areas for improvement 
 

Comments 

Apart from the big call in the first minutes, I’m convinced that the problem of this performance is the 
inconsistency that we can find, if we compare the style of  the referee to the calls of the assistants. It’s 
clear that a help is always precious, but, in order to assure an adequate refereeing, you have to 
consider how you are refereeing a match, and so if an assistant has a different style and he reports a 
foul, you can’t whistle immediately. Furthermore, the decision to avoid cards and show it only in the 
last minutes, because strictly needed, sometimes could not be the right choice.  
 

Positive points 

1. Cooperation with assistants. 

2. Control of  the (anyway easy) match.  

3. Calm and firmness.  
 

Areas for improvement 

1. Improving card management 

2. Evaluating  every assistant’s report, in order to assure consistency. 

3. Could have given the advantage in more situations.  
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ASSISTANT REFEREE 1 

 
 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  
 
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  Adequate Positioning and Movement  

 X  Physical Condition and Stamina 

 X  Flag Technique in compliance with FIFA instructions 

X   
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee 

 X  Dealing with offside situations (“wait-and-see-technique”…) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the assistant referee’s physical and technical aspects by 
listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ 
(negative point). 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

36’ 
Sânmărtean (Vaslui) commits foul on  Maicon (Inter). Infraction correctly reported to 
the referee.  

56’ 
Antal (Vaslui) commits foul on Nagatomo (Inter).  Infraction correctly reported to the 
referee. 

 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game (specially Law 11), 
every offside / critical NO offside situation as well as other meaningful situations are to be 
listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments 

Both assistants helped the referee in a continuous way, and they did a great job about that. The first 
assistant reported two infractions to the referee, and he had seven (non-)offside situations to evaluate 
in the whole match. Some  decisions were really difficult. He was able to assure 5 correct calls and 3 
mistakes. Furthermore, in addition to that, in first half he wrongly assigned a corner to Internazionale.  
Anyway, considering the match difficulty (very high) and the quality of the correct calls, we can say that 
his performance was acceptable 

Minute Description of the situation 

2’ Palacio (Inter) is evaluated to be in a offside position, the decision is wrong.  

7’ Palacio (Inter) is evaluated to be in a offside position, the decision is correct. 

13’ Ranocchia (Inter) is flagged for offside: correct decision.  

34’ Palacio (Inter) is evaluated to be in a offside position, the decision is wrong. 

43’ 
Wrong corner kick assigned to Internazionale, Sneijder was the last player to touch the 
ball. 

51’ M.Niculae (Vaslui) is evaluated to be in offside: correct and difficult decision.  
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66’ Charalambous (Vaslui)  is in an offside position. Correct call.  

80’ Milanov (Vaslui) is flagged for offside: correct and difficult decision.  

84’ 
Missed offside of Sburlea (Vaslui). The player is wrongly evaluated in a onside 
position.  

 
 
 

ASSISTANT REFEREE 2 

1 

 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  

 
 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  Adequate Positioning and Movement  

 X  Physical Condition and Stamina 

X   Flag Technique in compliance with FIFA instructions 

X   
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee 

 X  Dealing with offside situations (“wait-and-see-technique”…) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the assistant referee’s physical and technical aspects by 
listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ 
(negative point). 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

17’ Antal (Vaslui) commits foul on Zanetti (Inter). Infraction reported to the referee. 

42’ 
Charalambous (Vaslui) commits foul on Nagatomo (Inter). The infraction is reported to 
the referee.  

 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game (specially Law 11), 
every offside / critical NO offside situation as well as other meaningful situations are to be 
listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments 

Both assistants helped the referee in a continuous way, and they did a great job about that. The 
second assistant was involved in just one offside situation, it was anyway very difficult and he took the 
correct decision. Furthermore, he helped, as his collegue, several times the referee during the match, 
reporting fouls in his area of vicinity. His performance, without mistakes, was therefore at an expected 
level.  

Minute Description of the situation 

15’ Antal (Vaslui) is flagged for offside: correct and very difficult decision.  
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FOURTH OFFICIAL 
 

Reference to execution of technical procedures, important aspects and potential involvements  
 

Comments 

Danny Desmond Makkelie had a calm evening. Everything was ok near the benches and with the 
substitutions. Expected level.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Reported by: Chefren  
 

24/08/2012, Italy  


